UC SERIES

ULTRAVIOLET COIL PURIFIERS
FOR FURNACE INSTALLATIONS

Indoor comfort in your home is about more
than just adjusting the temperature on the
thermostat. Many homeowners overlook
the need for necessary components and
systems that can cleanse and improve the
indoor air you breathe. Indoor air quality
products and systems are quite frequently
treated as accessories. We define them as
indoor air essentials.

WHOLE HOME

ULTRAVIOLET COIL PURIFICATION

Breathe easier with the UC Series Ultraviolet Coil Purifiers
Protection you need
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treatment,
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to five times more polluted than the
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air outside your home . Beyond simply

to inhibit the growth of bacteria, viruses

heating and cooling the air in your

and other microbes such as mold on

home, don’t you want the best indoor
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air possible for your family? We make it

heating and cooling system.
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a simple decision with Clean Comfort™
Indoor Air Essentials product solutions.
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processing
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Why buy an ultraviolet coil purifier?
 Continuous disinfection of evaporator coil which lower the risk of mold
growth on the coil and circulating in
your home’s air.
 UV disinfection of the coil helps maintain your system’s original performance.
 Dual-lamp design has twice the sanitizing power of a single-lamp purifier.
 The LCD of the UC36 screen notifies
homeowner when the UV lamp
needs replacing.
 Aluminum parabolic reflector focuses
and intensifies the UV energy where
it’s needed.

http://www.epa.gov/region1/communities/indoorair.html
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UC SERIES

ULTRAVIOLET COIL PURIFIERS
FOR FURNACE INSTALLATIONS
Protection you won‘t see from particulates you can‘t see
Clean Comfort™ brand Coil Purifiers work to inhibit growth

of these microbes, preventing them from replicating and

of microbes such as mold, bacteria and viruses on the

eventually destroying them. Because UVC light has been used

evaporator coil of your heating and cooling system. The dark,

for decades to help deactivate microbes without emitting

cool and damp environment of an evaporator coil offers

chemicals, it is considered a proven and reliable method for

ideal conditions for sustaining mold growth. To combat this,

sterilizing indoor air.

UC Coil Purifiers radiate UVC light, which attacks the DNA

Ductwork
UV light
shining on
evaporator coil

Furnace

Your Heating and
Cooling System

An easy solution for coil purification using ultraviolet light
UV light is an effective method to keep evaporator coils clean

become airborne and be circulated throughout our home,

without harsh chemicals. Clean Comfort brand Coil Purifiers

where they could have an impact on your family’s health, es-

sanitize the coil’s surface, helping to inhibit the growth of

pecially for those with allergies, asthma, or other respiratory

mold and other microbials which could – left unchecked – de-

ailments. These Coil Purifiers operate 24/7 even when your

teriorate the system’s performance. Mold spores could also

heating and cooling system is not operating.

Try our family of Clean Comfort brand products for your whole home
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